Let G be a group and G k She subset of elements of G of the same order fc i.e. G^ « j g e G: ]g| = k> In agreement with [ij we will say that a group G has the property W if the complex product G^G^ is a subgroup of G for each k.
Let G be a group and G k She subset of elements of G of the same order fc i.e. G^ « j g e G: ]g| = k> In agreement with [ij we will say that a group G has the property W if the complex product G^G^ is a subgroup of G for each k.
Let M be a group generated by two elouents a,b satisfying the relations a n » b m = 1 and a'^b a «* b 3 ' with r n = 1 mod m for n,m c N. In this paper it is shown that the group M has the property W in the case when n or m aro prime numbers* The result is strongly connected with paper [1], where the similar problem was considered for other semi-direct produce of special groups.
The following two Lemmas will be used in the sequel. 
Proof.
In case n = qn^ we have P q » u B q and Bq and is nonempty. But in this oase all elements of order q belong to the abelian subgroup », (."i)' -»«.,. .-1» .
henoe F q P q is a subgroup of the group F. The remaining oases follow from Lemma 3. Since B is a cyalic and a normal subgroup of F, then the set B q B q is also a subgroup of P. Therefore for each w the set F F is a subgroup of F. The group H has the property W.
